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The basic result of the paper states: Let Fl ,..., F, , F,’ ,..., F,,’ have propor- 
tional hazard functions with h, ,..., h, , &‘ ,..., A,,’ as the constants of propor- 
tionality. Let X(r) < ... < Xc,) (X&, < ... < Xln,) be the order statistics 
in a sample of size n from the heterogeneous populations {Fl ,..., F,,}({F,‘,..., F,‘}). 
Then (/\r ,..., h,) majorizes (A,‘,..., X,‘) implies that (X(r) ,..., X,,,)) is stochastically 
larger than (Xh, ,..., Xb,). Earlier results stochastically comparing individual, 
order statistics are shown to be special cases. Applications of the main result are 
made in the study of the robustness of standard estimates of the failure rate of 
the exponential distribution, when observations actually come from a set of 
heterogeneous exponential distributions. Further applications are made to the 
comparisons of linear combinations of Weibull random variables and of binomial 
random variables. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
There has been recent interest in studying stochastic comparisons of order 
statistics from heterogeneous populations. Sen [5] showed that the smallest order 
statistic of a sample of size n from heterogeneous populations is stochastically 
smaller than the smallest order statistic of a sample of size n from a common 
population whose distribution is the average of the distributions in the hetero- 
geneous case. He also showed that the opposite stochastic ordering holds for the 
largest order statistic. Additional results have been obtained by Pledger and 
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Proschan [3], wherein they assume that the distribution functions in the heter- 
ogeneous case have proportional hazard functions. 
All these results deal with stochastic comparison of an individua2 order statistic 
from heterogeneous populations with the corresponding statistic from a homo- 
geneous population. 
In this paper, we stochastically compare whole vectors of order statistics. This 
stochastic vector comparison yields as special cases a number of previous results 
such as the Pledger-Proschan results mentioned above and additional results 
stochastically comparing partial or complete sums of order statistics. Next we 
show that some of these results concerning stochastic comparison of sums remain 
valid if we do not order the sample, but instead use the ordering specified by the 
constants of proportionality of the hazard functions. 
Sample applications of these results are obtained concerning estimation of the 
failure rate h of the exponential distribution. The robustness of the standard 
estimator i (computed as the number of observed failures divided by the total 
time on test) is studied for the case in which observations actually come from 
heterogeneous exponential distributions, rather than from a common exponential 
distribution. The basic result is that the greater the degree of heterogeneity 
(as measured by majorization), the greater the underestimation of the average 
failure rate. 
Additional applications are obtained for sums of Weibull and of binomial 
random variables. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X, ,..., X, (X1’,..., X,‘) be 1z independent random variables with distribu- 
tion function&,(x),..., F,(x) (F,‘(x),...,F,‘(x)), respectively. Let X(r) < ... < Xcn) 
(x;,, Q ... < X;,J be the order statistics of X1 ,..., X, (Xi’,..., X,‘). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let U and U’ be random variables. We say that U is 
stochastically larger than (stochastically equal to) U’ if P[ U > u] 2 ( =) P[ U’ > u] 
for all u; in symbols, U >*t U’ (U =et U’). 
Let U = (U, ,..., U,) and U’ = (U,‘,..., U,‘) be random vectors. We say that 
U is stochastically lurger than U’ if f(U) >*tf(U’) for all increasing functions 
f (% ,..‘, u,) (i.e., increasing in each coordinate); in symbols, U >st U’. 
A result of Sen [S] concerning stochastic relationships between order statistics 
is the following. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Sen). Let FI’(x) = ... = F,,‘(x) = (l/n) C;B,Fi(x). Then 
Xtl) <*t X;,, and Xfn, ast X;,, . 
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Pledger and Proschan [3] studied a dfferent situation in which they stochasically 
compared x’(r) and Xi,, for each r. We state their result after the following 
discussion of majorization and proportional hazard functions. 
Given a vector x = (x1 ,,.., x,J, let x(r) < ... ,< xc,) (qrj > ... > X& 
denote an increasing (decreasing) rearrangement of the coordinates. We will 
denote the vector (qr, ,..., xtn)) by x( ) . 
DEFINITION 2.3. A vector x is said to mjorize a vector x’ if C: xtjl 2 C: XL?, 
for i = l,..., 7t - 1, and C: xtjj = C: xijl; in symbols, x >,m x’. 
A useful characterization of majorization is given by Hardy, Littlewood, and 
Polya [2, p. 471. 
LEMMA 2.4, x >m x’ ij and only if there exist a finite number, say r, of 
vectors x(l),.. . , xtT) such that x = x(l) p ... p x(‘) = x’ and such that xfi) 
and xli+l) dz$ffer in two coordinates only, i = 1, 2 ,..., r - I. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A function g(x, ,..., x,) is said to be a Schw-convex function 
if x am x’ implies g(x) 3 g(x’). The following theorem sometimes ascribed to 
Karamata (See Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [2, p. 891 gives many useful 
examples of Schur-convex functions. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let z/(x) be a convexfunction. Theng(x, ,..., x,) = C,” #(xi) is a 
Schur-convex function. 
The concept of proportional hazard functions is a very useful one in reliability 
theory: 
DEFINITION 2.7. A set of n life distributions Fr ,..., F,, is said to have 
proportional hazard functions if Fi(x) = 1 - e-AiR(s), i = I ,..., n, where h, ,..., X, 
are positive constants and R(x) is an increasing function with R(x) = 0 for 
x < 0 and R( XI) = CO. The constants h, ,..., X, are called the constants of 
proportionality for the common hazard function R(x). 
THEOREM 2.8 (Pledger and Proschan). Let FI ,..., F,, , F,‘,..., F,’ have 
proportional hazard functions with A, ,..., A, , Al’,..., &’ as constants of propor- 
tionality. Let X 3” A’. Then XcI, =*t Xl,, and Xc,, >st Xiv, , r = 2 ,..., n. 
As pointed out in Remark 3.6 below, Theorem 2.8 is a special case of our main 
theorem, Theorem 3.1. Notice that in Theorem 2.8 the order statistics are 
stochastically compared one at a time. 
Proof. It is easy to check that for 0 < xi < x2 , 
F,(x,) *zf P[W, < x1] = P[W,’ < x1] = 1 - e--(A1+Aa)“l, 
Fz(xz 1 x1) *sf P[W, < x2 1 WI = x1] 
= 1 _ (A, + X,)-Q ee3-“J + A, ,&4) e-(h+bb”l), (3.1) 
and 
Fz’(xz 1 x1) Ef P[W,’ < x2 1 WI’ = Xi] 
= 1 _ (A,’ + jq)“(jy eA1’(%-4 + A; e~r’h-“l)) e-(~l’+~a’)(%-4~ 
For a 2 : 0, notice’that XeAo is a convex function of A. Thus X,&la + haeA@ is a 
Schur-convex function of (A, , A,). Since (A, , A,) >,m (hr’, ApI), it follows from 
(3.1) that 
F&z I x1) G Fz’(xz I x1) (3.2) 
for 0 < x, < xa . 
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3. STOCHASTIC COMPARISON OF THE ORDER STATISTICS VECTOR 
The main ‘theorem of the paper is the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let FI ,..., F, , F,‘,..., F,,’ have proportional hazard functions 
with A, ,..., X, , A,‘,..., A,’ as the constants of proportionality. Let h 3” A’. Then 
X() px;). 
We first establish Theorem 3.1 for the special case of exponential random 
variables for n = 2 in Lemma 3.2, and next for general n in Theorem 3.4. 
Lemma 3.3 contains an elementary result in majorization needed in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4. Finally, the proof of Theorem 3.1 in its full generality follows 
Theorem 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (A, , A,) >m (X1’, A,‘). Let YI , Y,(Y,‘, Y,‘) be independent 
exponential random variables with parameters A, , A#,‘, A;), respectively. Let 
WI < W, (WI’ < W,l) be the order statistics of Yl , Yz ( Yl’, Y2’). Then there is a 
probability space Q with random variabZes VI , V, , V,l, Vi such that (V, , V,) =*t 
(WI , W,), (VI’, V,l) =at (W,‘, W,l), and VI = V,‘, V, > V,’ for almost all w in Q. 
For 0 < ur , tla < 1, define H,(u) = inf{x,: F,(x,) >, ul}, H,(u, I ~1) = 
inf{x,: F,(x, 1 H,(q)) > us}, and &‘(u, 1 ur) = inf{x,: Fi(xz 1 H,(u,)) > us}. By 
(3.2), it follows that 
f&(% I 4 3 &Y% I 4 (3.3) 
forO<u,,u,<l. 
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Let Q be a probability space that is sufficiently rich to accomodate two 
random variables Ur(w), U,(w) which are independent and uniformly distributed 
on (0, I). Now set 
Vlb) = Vl’(W> = fwlb)>, 
V&J) = ffdU&J) I U&J)), 
V,‘kJ> = f&YUzb> I U,(w)). 
It now follows either by an argument related to the Rosenblatt [4] construction 
for obtaining a bivariate uniform distribution by transforming a general bivariate 
absolutely continuous distribution, or simply by direct argument, that 
(Vl , V,) =st (Wl , WA, (Vl’, V,‘) =st ( Wl’, W,‘). 
From the definitions in (3.4) and the inequality (3.3), V,(U) = VI’(w), 
V,(w) 2 vs’(w) for almost all W. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let a and a* be two vectors of constants such that ai >, ai**, 
i = l,..., n. Then a($) 3 a$, , i = I,..., n. 
Proof. Let 1 < i < n. Then aci) 3 a(,) , and a(,.) > at, Y = l,..., i, where 
31 ,..., ji are a certain set of i distinct indices. Thus au) is greater than i distinct 
aj*‘s. Hence a(,) > a& . I 
THEOREM 3.4. Let Yl ,..., Y, ( Yl’ ,..., Y,‘) be independent exponential random 
variables with parameters A, ,..., h, (A,‘,..., A,‘), respectively. Let 1 3” A’. Then 
y >stY’ 0 1 ( ) . 
Proof. From Lemma 2.4, there exist Y vectors ho),..., h(r) such that 
h = ~(1) >m A(a) >m ... >m X(r) = A’, and X(i), h(i+r) differ only in two 
coordmates, z = l,..., r - 1. Thus in order to prove Theorem 3.4, we may, 
without loss of generality, assume that A, X’ differ only in two coordinates, and 
in fact, assume that ha = X3’,..., An = &’ and (X, , &J >m (hr’, &‘). Let WI = 
min(Y, , Ye), W, = max(Yr , Y.&, Wi’ = min(Yl’, Ya’), W,l = max(Y,‘, Ye’). 
From Lemma 3.2, there exists a probability space Q with random variables 
Vi(w), V,(W), V,‘(U), Vz’(w) such that (V, , V,) =*t (W, , W,), (V,‘, VP’) =st 
(WI’, W,‘) and Yl = V,‘, Vz > V,’ for almost all w. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that Q is sufficiently rich to support random variables 
V&J),..., V,(u) which are independently distributed according to exponential 
distributions with parameters h, ,..., h, , respectively, and independently 
of (VI , V, , V,‘, V,‘). Then (W, , W, , Y3 ,..., Y,) =*t V = V, ,..., V,), 
(FE’,‘, W,‘, Y3 ,..., Y,) =st v’ = (V,‘,..., V,‘). Also, Vi(w) > Vi(w), i = I,..,, n, 
for almost all w. From Lemma 3.3, V( ) > Vi ) for almost all W. Note that 
Vt J =st Y( J and Vi , =*t Y; ) . Thus Y( ) >*t Y; ) . 1 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Yr ,..., Y, , Yr’,..., Y,’ be as in Theorem 3.4. 
For y 3 0, let R-l(y) = inf{x: x > 0, R(x) > JJ>. Then 
x g (R-l(Y,),..., R-l(Y,)), X’ 2 (R-l(Y*‘),..., R-l(Y,‘)). 
Since Y( ) a*t Y; ) from Theorem 3.4 and R-l is an increasing function, it 
follows that X( ) >st Xi ) . m 
An interesting and useful special case of Theorem 3.1 is given in the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, CrEI X~,J >st ‘& X17) , 
for each subset.lof {I,..., n}. Thus 
for Y  := l,..., k; in particular, 
n at n 
c X(r) 5 c 3,) . 
7=1 r=1 
(3.5) 
Proof. Since Crsl x(r) is an increasing function of x( ) , the result follows from 
Theorem 3.1 and the second part of Definition 2.1. 1 
Remark 3.6. Note that Theorem 2.8 is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.1, since x(r) is an increasing functions of x( ) for r = l,..., tt. 
4. STOCHASTIC COMPARISON WHEN ORDERING IS ACCORDING TO THE PARAMETER 
In (3.5), the Xo)‘s are the random variables rearranged in increasing order of 
magnitude. Now suppose that X1 > & >, ... >, X, and h,’ > ... >, h,‘. Then 
x1 <at x2 gst *a. <*t X, and X,’ <St X,’ <*t < -7. <*t X,,‘, as can be easily 
checked from the distribution functions of the X’s and the X”s. The stochastic 
ordering above has been achieved by ordering the parameters of the distributions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A, > -.- > AJhl’ 3 ... 3 A,‘). Let X, ,..., X,(X, ,..., X,‘) 
be independent random variables with proportional hazard functions and with 
constants of proportionality A, ,..., X,(X,‘,..., A,‘), respectively. Let X am A’. Then 
for each k, 1 < k < n, 
(4.1) 
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Proof. For K = 1, (4.1) coincides with (3.6). Let 2 < K < n. Since h >,” h’, 
0 = xr-, Xi - zyxk Ai > 0. Define X,* = X, + 8, Xi* = Xi , i = k + I,..., n. 
Let X;e*+r ,..., X, * be independent exponential variables with parameters 
A$+, 1.**, A,* respectively. Then (h,* ,..., An*) 2” (AK’ ,..., X,‘). By (3.6), 
k k 
(4.2) 
Now X, ast X,* since h,* = h, + 6’ > X, . Also X, and xi+, Xi(X,* and 
xi+, X,*) are independent. It follows that 
(4.3) 
Combining (4.2) and (4.3) yields the desired conclusion (4.1). 1 
5. APPLICATIONS 
Theorem 3.1 has important applications in reliability and life testing. The 
first application concerns the robustness of standard estimators of the failure 
rate of an exponential distribution when observations are actually from hetero- 
geneous distributions. 
Let Y, ,..., Y, be independent, identically distributed exponential random 
variables with failure rate h. Under censored sampling in which observation 
ceases at the rth failure, the standard estimator 1 takes the form 
m = r/(i Y(i) +(n - y) Yb-,) , 1 (5.2) 
where, as usual, Yu) is the ith order statistic, i = l,..., 71. 
Suppose now that the observations actually come from dzjhznt exponential 
distributions, with average faulure rate X. Let YI’,..., Y,’ be independent 
exponential random variables with failure rates Al’,..., h,‘, respectively, and 
let (l/n) xy Xi = h. Note that i(y) in (5.2) is a decreasing function of y( ) . Thus 
from Theorem 3.4, it follows that 
A(Yj $ ii(q. (5.3) 
The implication of (5.3) is that the estimate ,& in (5.2) tends to underestimate 
the average failure rate in the presence of heterogeneity. Theorem 3.4 actually 
gives a more refined conclusion: the greater the degree of hetrogeneity (as 
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reflected by majorization) among hi’,..., A,’ satisfying (l/n) cy A,’ = A, the 
greater the underestimation of A. 
It can be seen by examining Barlow and Proschan [l], that, in general, the 
estimate in (5.1) is a decreasing function of the order statistics. Thus, as in the 
case of censored sampling, heterogeneity of the exponential distribution leads to 
underestimation of the average failure rate when using the estimate in (5.1). 
The effects of heterogeneity on other statistical procedures in reliability and 
life testing can be studied in a similar fashion using Theorems 3.1 and 3.4. These 
will be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
Typical direct applications of Theorem 3.1 now follow. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let V, , V, ,... be independent and identically distributed 
according to a Weibull distribution with shape parameter OL > 0; i.e., P[V, > x] = 




u,v >st c ;i,-.9 c> t ((u67” ,..a, (%7”>* 
1 2' a* 
Proof. This corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 since 
UlVl ,.**, u,V~ have proportional hazard functions with constants of propor- 
tionality u;‘,. . , , u;* respectively. i 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let X, denote the binomial random variable with P[X, = l] = 
1 - P[X, = 0] = p. Let X9, ,..., X9, (XDl, ,..., XDSe) be mutually independent, 
and let (-logp, ,..., -logp,) >,m (-logp,‘,..., -logp,‘). Then 
(5.4) 
Proof. Write P[X, 3 x] = eloapR(z), where R(x) = 1 for 0 < x < 1, and 
=a~ for 1 < x < co. Thus binomials have proportional hazard functions with 
-log p as the constant of proportionality. Now (5.4) follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.1. 1 
The following theorem of Pledger and Proschan [3] concerning the reliability 
of K-out-of-n systems and concerning order statistics can be obtained as 
immediate consequences of Corollary 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.3 (Pledger and Proschan). Let Ri = -logpi , R,’ = -logp,‘, 
i = l,..., n, and R >m R’. Let h,(p) denote the reliability of a k-out-of-n system 
with component reliabilities p1 ,..., p, . Then h,(p) 3 h,(p’), k = l,..., n, and 
h,(p) = MO 
683/6/4-IO 
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Proof. This theorem follows immediately from Corollary 5.2, since in the 
notation of that corollary, h,(p) = P[cr Xsi > A]. 1 
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